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No More Algae!



So you have just created another beautiful aquascape! Everything is looking super
healthy and super clean, you can't wait for the plants to start growing and show their
beautiful colors. No algae in sight! Yay!
The first week and second week go by without issues, and you are already starting to
feel like a successful aquascaper. 

But then one day you wake up and you look at your aquarium and there it is... brown
algae everywhere! Slightly annoyed you clean everything up and it's looking decent
again. A few days later you start noticing all these green spots on the glass and some on
your plants as well!! Another water change and cleaning session, but after a few days
it's back again! And now you're starting to see black brush algae as well... Completely
frustrated you are starting to think if taking on this hobby was a mistake and maybe you
should join a bookclub instead...

Algae is probably the main reason why so many beginners quit this amazing hobby, and
its such a shame because with a little bit of knowledge and a few simple steps anyone
can have a beautiful algae free aquascape. Well technically a 100% algae free aquascape
is pretty much impossible, but reducing it so we can't see it with our naked eye is good
enough! 

In this e-book we will be going over 7 of the most common types of algae. First we will
identify the algae, then we will look at the cause and why this algae is appearing. After
that we are going to remove the algae, and lastly we will make sure it never comes back
again!

Everything that's written here is simply based on my own experiences. I've had
aquariums my entire life, and probably also encountered every single type of algae there
is. I wrote this e-book to help you move towards an algae free aquascape and to stop
you from getting frustrated and potentially even giving up on this amazing hobby. If
after reading this e-book and implementing the strategies, you still have algae issues,
send me a message on one of my social media channels listed below and we are going to
figure it out together! 

Welcome!

For more aquascaping tips and advice make sure you follow me on all my social media
channels! Just click on one of these icons and it should take you directly to my channel!

If you want to learn more about aquascaping in general then i have the perfect thing for
you! I've just launched my new Aquascaping Video Course!! It is called The ART of
Aquascaping and you can find it on the new smartphone app GRAPHY

Graphy on Apple App Store      https://apple.co/2EuYqUW

Graphy on Google Play Store   https://bit.ly/3lcIA29

Link to my Graphy                       https://bit.ly/2Yv0y6g

Do you want more?

https://www.instagram.com/aquascapingamsterdam/
https://www.youtube.com/user/fioole
https://www.facebook.com/MJ-Aquascaping-109337907529524/?modal=admin_todo_tour


This type of algae is very stubborn and even if you’ve fixed your Co2 issues, BBA will
not disappear by itself. Manually removing is very difficult as it will firmly
attach itself to basically anything. 
Lucky for us there are a few types of algae eaters who love to eat BBA. If you have a small
tank, I suggest adding some horned nerite snails. If you have a bigger aquarium you can
also look at adding some Siamese algae eaters. These fish can grow up to 15 cm or 6 inches
so make sure your tank is big enough for these guys.
A very effective way of killing BBA is by spot dosing Glutaraldehyde also known as ‘’liquid
CO2’’ Common products that contain glutaraldehyde are Easy Life – Easy Carbo or
Seachem Flourish Excel.
To do this, simply fill a syringe with glutaraldehyde and apply directly onto the algae. After
a few days the BBA will turn a gray/pinkish color and slowly disappear.

Black brush algae or black beard algae is
easy to identify. Their shape and color make
it look like a small paintbrush or a beard. 
BBA is part of the red algae family which
contains more than 6000 species of both
freshwater and marine. 
Blackbrush algae loves to attach itself to
hardscape, slow growing plants and even
substrate.

Black Brush Algae

What is BBA?

Where does it come from?
Most issues with BBA will be related to CO2. If your CO2 levels are too low or
they are fluctuating then black beard algae will appear in your aquarium. A
lack of water circulation is another common reason for this algae to appear.

How do you remove it?

How do you stop it from coming back?
The best way to stop BBA from coming back is to maintain good levels of Co2 (20/30mg
per liter) have good filtration and good circulation.



Brown Algae (diatoms)

What is Brown Algae?
Brown algae (scientific name Phaeophyceae) isn’t
actually algae at all. It’s made up of single-celled
organisms called diatoms. There are a couple of
different species of diatoms, some found in fresh
water and some found in marine. Even though it’s
not a real algae, most people call it that way
because of the way it looks.

Where does it come from?

These organisms are present in basically every source of water and one of their main
food sources is silicate. Now unlucky for us silicate is found in our tap water as well as
certain types of sand based substrates.

This is the first algae that will appear in your newly
setup aquarium, and it is actually very normal. Don’t
panic! Every aquarium that is newly setup and is in its
cycling phase will encounter brown algae. 

How do we remove it?
You can manually remove it with a toothbrush or use a cleanup crew. I find that especially
Otocinclus and nerite snails are very good at removing brown algae. 
If you have a permanent issue with brown algae you can use special filter media, for
example: JBL SilicatEX that will remove silicate from your aquarium water, or consider
using reverse osmosis water. A reverse osmosis system will remove most of the silicate from
your tap water.

How do you stop it from coming back?
Brown algae will normally disappear by itself after a few weeks when your aquarium
starts to mature and your water quality starts to improve. If you keep up with your
waterchanges and have good filtration brown algae will not come back.



Staghorn Algae 

What is Staghorn Algae?
Staghorn is a member of the red algae family, but
is usually a dark gray almost black color. You can
easily recognize these algae by its appearance
which really resembles deer antlers. Staghorn
usually grows on plant leaves, but can also attach
itself to hardscape and other equipment.

Where does it come from?
From my experience staghorn issues are almost always Co2 related. It could appear
when your Co2 levels are low or are fluctuating. Flow is important here as well. If
you don’t have good flow in your aquarium, then Co2 is not going to reach every
corner of your tank. And in those corners staghorn will appear.  Accumulating waste
organics are also a trigger for staghorn.

How do we remove it?
As stated above there can be multiple reasons for staghorn algae to appear. Find out
what's the reason for your aquarium, and work from there. Maybe you need to
improve the flow or increase your Co2.
Spot dosing with glutaraldehyde also works well here (more on this in the BBA
treatment chapter)
I haven’t found any algae eaters that will eat staghorn algae. So, the best thing we
can do is to remove as much as possible manually and then focus on what’s causing
the algae to appear and make changes there.

How do you stop it from coming back?
The main cause is usually low or fluctuating Co2, so let’s first focus on getting the right
amount of Co2 (20/30mg per liter) in our aquarium. Second issue is flow, so we
might need to clean our filter or change the direction of the outflow, or maybe
we just need to upgrade to a better filter. When was the last time you checked the
temperature of your aquarium? Warmer temperatures are also a trigger for any type
of algae. Lastly keep up with maintenance to avoid build up of waste organics.



Green Spot Algae(GSA) 

What is Green spot Algae?

How do we remove it?

Where does it come from?

How do you stop it from coming back?

The name says it all little green spots of algae.
GSA is usually found on the aquarium
glass, but can also attach to décor and plants,
Anubias leaves especially get GSA very easily.

Like most other algae, green spot algae comes from having a nutrient imbalance and
with this type of algae that is usually phosphate. It can be either too low or too high.
Ideal level is around 0,5 to 1 mg per liter of aquarium water. Other common causes
are excess light and excess nutrients. 

GSA is easily removed from the glass with an algae scraper or an old credit card. If
you have plant leaves that are covered in GSA, I suggest removing them so your
plants can focus on growing new healthy leaves. Animals like Clithon and Nerite
snails are very effective against green spot algae. 
I would not advice to use any chemical products to treat green spot algae as they
usually do more damage than good. 

With a water test kit determine what the phosphate levels are in your aquarium. If
they are too high you can do more water changes to reduce the level of
phosphate. If the levels are too low you can add a phosphate fertilizer. Ideal
level is around 0,5 to 1 mg per liter of aquarium water. 



Green Dust Algae(GDA) 

What is Green Dust Algae?

How do we remove it?

Where does it come from?

How do you stop it from coming back?

That is still a bit of a mystery as there are probably more than 1 type of dust algae and
more possible reasons for these algae to appear. Some people say it’s because of
drastic changes in light or filtration. Others say large nitrogen spikes can cause GDA
to appear.

Some people suggest to leave it alone and wait 3 to 4 weeks, because the algae has a
short life cycle. After this period, you need to remove as much as possible manually
and do almost a 100% water change. For me this never worked, maybe also because
I couldn’t stand to look at a green soup for so long.  
What really helped me get rid of GDA was to increase the amount of water changes to
2 or 3 times per week, and during the waterchange remove as much of the algae as
possible. Another thing I did was I reduced liquid fertilizer, making nutrients
unavailable for the algae.

I haven’t really found any preventative measures to stop GDA from coming back. My
suggestion would be to keep a lean fertilization routine and to stock some algae
eaters, so in case it does come back they will take care of it for you.
If you have a small aquarium consider stocking your tank with some otocinclus or
horned nerite snails (Clithon Snails). If you have a larger aquarium bristlenose plecos
are also very effective against dust algae.

Green dust algae is just a name for a couple
different types of algae coats that are
identified by their ‘’dust like’’ appearance.
This dust will first appear on the glass of your
aquarium, but can easily spread to your
plants, hardscape and equipment. 
If you are not sure whether you have green
dust algae or green spot algae, then just
swipe your finger over the algae. Green dust
algae can easily be wiped off with no
pressure. Spot algae on the other hand is
very stubborn and hard to remove.



It doesn’t firmly attach to anything, so small bits of it can be removed manually.
There are no algae eaters that will eat BGA. If your aquarium is really
infested I suggest you do a a 3 – 4-day blackout. What this means is
that you cover your aquarium with blankets or something to make sure no light
can enter. Keep it like this for 3-4 days and most of the time this will be enough to kill
the algae. Make sure you do a large waterchange after the blackout. 

There are certain types of chemical products on the market that claim to kill BGA, but i
personally don't have any experience with this

Since BGA is a bacteria it can also be treated with medication. Erythromycin seems to
be the most effective medicine against this algae. USE THIS ONLY AS A LAST RESORT.

Blue Green Algae(BGA) 

What is Blue Green Algae?

How do we remove it?

Where does it come from?

How do you stop it from coming back?

Blue green algae loves places where organic waste is piling up and  where there is
very little flow.  That's why very often it starts to appear on the substrate. 
It can also be introduced into your aquarium through new plants, so always make
sure you inspect your plants properly and if you can, buy tissue culture plants. 
Other reasons are high phosphate levels and low nitrate levels.

This actually isn’t an algae but a bacteria that grows
just like plants by using photosynthesis. It usually
appears from the substrate in environments where
there is not a lot of oxygen. If you are unsure if what
you see is bga, try smelling it. Most algae types don’t
really smell. But blue green algae really has a nasty
smell.

Best thing you can do to prevent BGA from coming back is to keep on top of
maintenance, do regular waterchanges (alteast 50% once a week) keep your
aquarium at around 23 degrees celsius (BGA loves warm water) 
Maintain nitrate levels at 10-20 mg per liter, and phosphate at 0.1-1 mg per liter. 



Green Thread Algae 

What is Green 
Thread Algae?

How do we remove it?

Where does it come from?

How do you stop it from coming back?

Very often this algae appears in aquariums that are only a few weeks old and are still
cycling. The microbiology is still very unstable here. The longer your aquarium is
running the more stable the ecological system becomes. Having a decent amount of
plants is important as they will eventually out compete the algae. Thread algae in a
mature aquarium is usually a sign of Co2 deficiency. So you are either not adding
enough Co2 into your aquarium, or you have too much light/too long lighting period.

Tread algae can easily be removed with whirling a toothbrush and pulling it out.
Amano shrimp really love eating this type of algae as well, adding a few of them to
your aquarium can really make a difference. A regular dose of glutaraldehyde (Easy
Carbo or Seachem Excel) will also help to get rid of thread algae. If you aquarium is
really infested with algae you can always do a blackout for a few days. 

Tread algae also known as
filamentous algae or hair algae
are colonies of microscopic  algae
that link together to form long
threads or strands of algae that
will wrap around your plants and
hardscape. 

There are a few things you can do here. 
1: Check if your Co2 levels are around 20/30 mg per liter, and make sure that you have
enough flow, so your Co2 is evenly distributed throughout your entire aquarium. 
2: Reduce your lighting levels/period. 3: Add more plants. 



For more aquascaping tips and advice make sure you follow me on all my social media
channels so we can connect! Just click on one of these icons and it should take you
directly to my channel!

You are now an algae master! Now whenever an algae pops up in your aquarium, you
know exactly which type it is and how you can defeat it! 
I really hope this small guide will make you a more confident aquascaper and help you
create a beautiful algae free aquascape! 

Thank you for reading this guide about algae! Feel free to share this e-book with
somebody who also might be struggling with algae. Let's make this hobby more
enjoyable by helping each other! 

Have a great day!

Best regards,

Mark-Jan 

MJ Aquascaping

If you want to learn more about aquascaping in general, then I have the perfect solution
for you! I've just launched my new Aquascaping Video Course!! It is called The ART of
Aquascaping and you can find it on the new smartphone app GRAPHY

Graphy on Apple App Store      https://apple.co/2EuYqUW

Graphy on Google Play Store   https://bit.ly/3lcIA29

Link to my Graphy                       https://bit.ly/2Yv0y6g

Do you want more?

That's it!

One more thing:
In the aquascaping hobby patience really is a virtue, and it's the same with algae, a lot
of times algae will appear simply because your aquarium is too new and needs more
time to reach that so important balance, so all you need to do is just wait. It can take up
to 90 days for an aquarium to become properly balanced. Knowing when to wait and
when to act will come from experience.

https://www.instagram.com/aquascapingamsterdam/
https://www.youtube.com/user/fioole
https://www.facebook.com/MJ-Aquascaping-109337907529524/?modal=admin_todo_tour

